HPA to Host Seminar on Cybercrime - Prevention, Asset Protection and Damage Control
Wednesday May 8th, 2019 @ 5:30pm
(Chicago, IL) - April 11th, 2019 - Health Practice Advisors, in sponsored partnership with Apex
Design Build, and ILMGMA, will be hosting a one-time live presentation on cybersecurity that
will feature expert tips on how health organizations can improve the safety and longevity of their
businesses.
About HPA
Rooted in the philosophy that patient care comes first, Health Practice Advisors help healthcare
businesses leverage their biggest business goals so they can focus their attention on what
matters most - their patients. HPA helps healthcare businesses grow their revenue, reduce
operational costs, while assisting in other important facets of business including marketing,
finance, and communication technology.
Association Advisors
Juan Carlos is the CEO/CIO of CIO Landing. His company provides outsourced CIO and IT
consulting and network services to businesses in the Chicagoland area. Juan Carlos
implements the overall company strategy, sales & marketing efforts, and is continuously
focused on ensuring clients are delighted with his services.
Andy Baskel serves as a member of Horton’s Healthcare Practice. With over 16 years of
experience in the healthcare industry, Baskel’s expert knowledge of the insurance and
healthcare industries enables him to provide clients with comprehensive, cost-effective and
innovative solutions for their most complex, risk-enhanced challenges.
Joan M. Lebow, Esq.- Quintairos, Prieto, Wood & Boyer, P.A. is a Healthcare Regulatory and
Technology Practice Chair at the Chicago office of Quintairos, Prieto, Wood & Boyer, P.A. Ms.
Lebow’s dual experience in the corporate and private firm settings enables her to support clients
who face challenges with regulatory compliance and risk management in their transactions and
clinical delivery systems.
Michael V. Favia is the principal and managing attorney for the law firm of Michael V. Favia &
Associates and is current counsel to the national litigation firm of Quintairos, Prieto, Wood &
Boyer, P.C. Michael is a former Assistant Illinois Attorney General and Chief Prosecutor for the
Illinois Department of Professional Regulation.
WHO: Health Practice Advisors
WHAT: Helping Healthcare Businesses Avoid Becoming Victims of Cybercrime
WHEN: Wednesday, May 8th at 5:30 PM
WHERE: Apex Design Build - 9550 W Higgins Rd #170 - Rosemont, IL 60018
For more info about HPA, visit their website: https://healthpracticeadvisors.net

